Artificial neural network has achieved unprecedented success in the medical domain. This success depends on the availability of massive and representative datasets. However, data collection is often prevented by privacy concerns and people want to take control over their sensitive information during both training and using processes. To address this problem, we propose a privacy-preserving method for the distributed system, Stochastic Channel-Based Federated Learning (SCBF), which enables the participants to train a high-performance model cooperatively without sharing their inputs. Specifically, we design, implement and evaluate a channel-based update algorithm for the central server in a distributed system, which selects the channels with regard to the most active features in a training loop and uploads them as learned information from local datasets. A pruning process is applied to the algorithm based on the validation set, which serves as a model accelerator. In the experiment, our model presents better performances and higher saturating speed than the Federated Averaging method which reveals all the parameters of local models to the server when updating. We also demonstrate that the saturating rate of performance could be promoted by introducing a pruning process. And further improvement could be achieved by tuning the pruning rate. Our experiment shows that 57% of the time is saved by the pruning process with only a reduction of 0.0047 in AUCROC performance and a reduction of 0.0068 in AUCPR.
C. Geyer [17] proposed an algorithm for client sided federated optimization. Methods like Secure Aggregation [27] have been studied to strengthen the reliability of federated learning [26] .
Contribution of Our Work The Stochastic Channel-Based Federated Learning (SCBF) could address both direct and indirect privacy leakage concerns. The clients can protect their datasets in both training and predicting process. Moreover, the inverse-model attack based on the uploaded parameters could be obstructed by the stochastic nature of our upload algorithm. Our model outperforms Federated Averaging, a state-of-the-art federated learning method. And the SCBF with Pruning (SCBFwP) could speed up the saturating of performance and save executing time. Better performance could be achieved by tuning the pruning proportion.
Material and Methods
In this section, the details of SCBF and SCBFwP are demonstrated with a specific focus on the server update procedure.
Stochastic Channel-Based Federated Learning
Stochastic Channel-Based Federated Learning (SCBF) is a privacy-preserving approach which seizes the most vital information from the local training results by uploading a small fraction of gradients stochastically. The intuition behind this method is that the biological neural circuit follows the Law of Use and Disuse and the strongest neurons for an individual is those constituting an active circuit in its learning process. Correspondingly, if a channel of neurons change a lot in a training loop, we can assume it be a strong neural circuit in the network, suggesting a sensitive feature in the input sets; While the neural channels with little change in one training loop should be regarded as deteriorated ones. Choosing the channels with the most substantial variation enables SCBF to only upload a small percent of the gradients in each training loop while achieving comparable accuracy to the Federated Averaging (FA) method.
To facilitate the description of the algorithm, suppose there are N features as input and a L-layer deep neural network is conducted with m 1 , m 2 , · · · , m L neurons in each layer. For convenience sake, denote m 0 = N as the input dimension. Denote the wight matrix as W = [W 1 , W 2 , · · · , W L ] and bias matrix as
The update algorithm includes five steps:
Train Local Model The local models are trained separately on its own datasets and each model results a gradient matrix showing the change in weight matrix during each training loop. Denote the gradient matrix as G.
Compute Channel Norms Considering that a channel must go through a neuron in each layer and correlate to a L-dimensional vector comprising the index of these neurons, the results of channels' norm could be saved in a L-dimensional tensor T , each element of which equals a channel norm. The shape of T should be:
is the index of tensor which correlates the neurons this channel goes through in each layer; The Euclidean norm of each channel is calculated by
and is saved in the L-dimensional tensor T :
Sort Norms Given a fixed upload rate α, we could straighten the gradient tensor to a vector and sort it, computing the α-quantile q α as a threshold for the channel selection.
Figure 1: SCBF Model
Process Gradients There are two ways to process the gradients:
• Negative Selection: Discard the channels whose norms are below the α-quantile and select the rest parameters for update.
• Positive Selection: Select the channels whose norm is above q α with the rest parameters set to zeros.
Update Server Upload the processed gradient matrixG to the server and the server updates by adding gradientsG to its original weights.
As shown in Fig 1, the server update algorithm is executed every global loop, and before the next training loop begins, the local model download the server's latest weights.
Pruning Process Training a model with privacy-preserving methods could be time-consuming, especially when training sets are enormous. Addressing this problem, we introduce a neural network pruning process to SCBF. Stochastic Channel-Based Federated Learning with Pruning (SCBFwP) decides which neurons to be pruned according to APoZ [33] using validation sets. 
Dataset for Experiment
Data used in our experiment was provided by hospitals, comprising 30760 admissions with status information represented by alive or expired. To explore the relationship between mortality and admissions, we develop a model that takes the medications as inputs and predictions of binary mortality as output. The cohort is managed in 2917 different medicines in total. Information on whether a patient takes each of the medicines after admission are adopted as binary input features. We use 60% of the dataset for training, 10% as the validation set, and 30% as the test set. The training set is equally divided into five parts as local training sets.
Result
The model achieves an AUCROC of 0.9776 and an AUCPR of 0.9695 with only 10% channels uploaded, outperforming the model which uploads all parameters. As shown in Fig 2, our model saturates much faster than the FA. The performance of SCBF keep exceeding that of FA, with half of the parameters unrevealed to the server.
To accelerate the training process and reduce the size of the neural network, we set the proportion of neurons to be pruned in one training loop (pruning rate) to 10% and the total proportion of neurons to be pruned to 47%. The best performance is achieved by SCBF with 0.9825 for AUCROC and 0.9763 for AUCPR, while the SCBF model with pruning outperforms others in the first 5 loops (Fig 2) . Although a decline in the final performance is observed, the reduction in performances is negligible in many application situations and the trade-off between time efficiency and accuracy can be achieved by tuning the parameters of pruning process.
Our trial shows that the SCBFwP could save 85% of the information exchange compared to Federated Averaging. And for SCBF, the parameters uploaded to the server is 45% by positive selection. Regarding time efficiency, pruning process could reduce 57% of the time for SCBF and 48% of the time for FA, releasing much burden of calculations.
Conclusion
We proposed a privacy-preserving approach for distributed systems whose models are based on any type of neural network. Our methodology develops a channel-based update algorithm to address the concern of inverse-model attacks by uploading a fraction of channels to the server stochastically, achieving a state-of-the-art performance. Moreover, we introduced a neural pruning process to the model, which could accelerate the training process and saturating speed of performances with little sacrifice of the final performances.Differential privacy could be further conducted on our models to evaluate the privacy-preserving ability quantitatively.
